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Overview

• Brief review of academic institutions and the 4IR

• Review of needed skills and core competencies required

• Applications using 4IR

• Functional practices from a makerspace to channel 4IR technologies
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What is the 4IR?
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4IR describes technological disruptions 
driven by increased automation of labour

and increased digital connectivity.

At the core of which is its disruptive/ smart 
technologies. 
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What about South Africa?
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The official unemployment rate was 35,3% in the 
fourth quarter of 2021. 

Statistics South Africa
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‘Real’ matric pass rate is 51.4%, as the official 
results do not take into consideration the high 

dropout rate.

Business Tech
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Academic Institutions

• Custodians of knowledge

• Various opportunities to scale collaborations across fields

• However, challenges exist
• Exacerbated not only by emerging technologies
• COVID-19

• South African landscape is in a ”Watch Out” Economy
• Skills and infrastructure challenges
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Effects on Future of Work

WEF
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Despite these challenges
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FinTech Education Healthcare and Bio

Through Technological Innovation
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To leverage 4IR:
Certain core competencies are required



Fu
nc
tio
n

Co
m
pe
te
nc
ie
s

Innovation Creativity
Integrates 

business and 
technology skills

Leadership and 
Communication

Networking
Integrates 

business and 
technology skills

Integrates 
business and 

technology skills

New disruptive business 
models with innovative 

portfolios
Agile IT architecture with 

cloud systems
Big Data analytics as core 

competency for central use 
of predictive analytics for 

real-time optimisation, 
automation and 

performance management
Clear strategy for 

implementation with a 
roadmap

Ideation for innovative 
products and services

Usage of AI for Total 
platform management

Product integration into 
other systems

Smart finance with clear 
return on investment (ROI) 

and smart costing
Incubation to protect and 
stimulate new business 

model ideas

Review of I4 technologies 
and testing MVP for 
sustainable business

Digital modelling with 
CAD and simulation to 

address customer needs
Intelligent databases for 

self-learning and 
improved decision 

making
Interdisciplinary 

collaboration
Rapid prototyping with 

3D printing for 
customised solutions

Research and 
development in I4 

technologies

Shortened development 
periods

Outsource intelligence 
on case by case basis

Ideation labs for 
innovation and creativity

Cross linking business 
units and digitisation of 

activities

Additive manufacturing

Advanced asset 
management

Adaptive robotics with 
cyber physical 
infrastructure

Business to business 
lifecycle management 
with help of software

Customised product 
delivery

High agility and flexibility

Interdepartmental 
collaboration

Pods for interdisciplinary 
idea development

Value chain orientation 
and efficient resource 

allocation

Business to business 
planning and real-time 

execution

Improved resource 
efficiencies through 

technology

Optimised sourcing and 
procurement

Prescriptive analytics

Smart logistics and 
warehousing with IoT

Smart parts and 
maintenance 
management

Transparency across 
value chain

Fully digitised and 
integrated ecosystem 
with a focus on core 

competencies

Almost real-time access 
to operative information

AR, VR and human robot 
interactions to deliver 

services

Automated and 
virtualised processes

Customer focused 
supply chain

Integrated with digital 
engineering

Predictive maintenance

Use data to improve 
operational performance

Willingness of leadership 
and associated expertise 

and qualifications

Autonomy of activities 
and review job roles

Collaboration key value 
driver

Easier access to 
information

ICT and business 
competencies across 

disciplines

Incubators free of legacy 
systems

Open innovation

Open training platforms 
(MOOCs)

Integrated customer 
journey and 

management across all 
platforms to drive 
economies of scale
Customer centric 

marketing through social 
media or purchased 

databases

Digital customer 
management

Dynamic costing and 
pricing

Electronic payments

Automated and 
personalised services 
and marketing efforts

Self-service platforms

Instil confidence in 
platforms and improve 

trust
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Innovation

New disruptive business models with 
innovative portfolios

Agile IT architecture with cloud systems

Big Data analytics as core competency for 
central use of predictive analytics for real-

time optimisation, automation and 
performance management

Clear strategy for implementation with a 
roadmap

Ideation for innovative products and 
services

Usage of AI for Total platform 
management

Product integration into other systems

Smart finance with clear return on 
investment (ROI) and smart costing

Incubation to protect and stimulate new 
business model ideas



Creativity

Review of I4 technologies and testing 
MVP for sustainable business

Digital modelling with CAD and 
simulation to address customer needs

Intelligent databases for self-learning 
and improved decision making

Interdisciplinary collaboration

Rapid prototyping with 3D printing for 
customised solutions

Research and development in I4 
technologies

Shortened development periods

Outsource intelligence on case by case 
basis

Ideation labs for innovation and 
creativity



Integrates 
business and 

technology skills

Integrates 
business and 

technology skills

Integrates 
business and 

technology skills

Cross linking business units 
and digitisation of activities

Additive manufacturing

Advanced asset management

Adaptive robotics with cyber 
physical infrastructure

Business to business lifecycle 
management with help of 

software

Customised product delivery

High agility and flexibility

Interdepartmental 
collaboration

Pods for interdisciplinary idea 
development

Value chain orientation and 
efficient resource allocation

Business to business planning and 
real-time execution

Improved resource efficiencies 
through technology

Optimised sourcing and 
procurement

Prescriptive analytics

Smart logistics and warehousing 
with IoT

Smart parts and maintenance 
management

Transparency across value chain

Fully digitised and integrated 
ecosystem with a focus on core 

competencies

Almost real-time access to 
operative information

AR, VR and human robot 
interactions to deliver services

Automated and virtualised 
processes

Customer focused supply chain

Integrated with digital engineering

Predictive maintenance

Use data to improve operational 
performance



Leadership and 
Communication

Willingness of leadership and associated 
expertise and qualifications

Autonomy of activities and review job roles

Collaboration key value driver

Easier access to information

ICT and business competencies across 
disciplines

Incubators free of legacy systems

Open innovation

Open training platforms (MOOCs)
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To leverage 4IR:
Active and life-long learning
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What can we do to support this?
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Functional Practices

• Giving a voice or face to innovation

• Collaboration within ecosystems and industry

• Access to key technologies

• Ensure staff competence
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A space to create and channel innovation
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UP Re.Search Magazine
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Collaboration within ecosystems
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Mistakes

• No definition of innovation
• Lack of clarity around what they're innovating and why
• Failing to appreciate how change and innovation go 

hand-in-hand
• No innovation framework
• Implementing ideation software or sessions without 

explicit use of creative thinking
• Being hard on yourself

UP 
Re.Search 
Magazine
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Access to technologies and needed expertise
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Access to technologies and needed expertise
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Ensure competent staff: Digital and physical sphere



Thank you

sean.kruger@up.ac.za
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